My War Memories, 1914-1918
lack of any great reserve when it began—could not be made good.
We helped the home country in their supply problems with motor lorries, by requisitioning vans, and by undertaking distribution from the stations of the large towns, We had to put up with the difficulties in which those measure* involved the army. Harvest leave was given far more freely than normally, The potato supply at home was helped by reluming rolling stock* The occupied territories helped us with food supplies. The L. of C. inspectorates drew on them, in particular, for meat and saw to it that their agriculture was carried on on the best lines. Wherever troops were stationed for any length of time, they themselves worked hard both in cultivation ami harvesting; but frequent changes proven! oil us from deriving much benefit from this* In the year 1917 only Kununia eiubled Germany, Austria-Hungary and Constantinople to keep their heads above water.
The measures taken by the Entente relieved us of anxiety as to the feeding of Belgium.
We obtained substantial supplies from neutral countries, especially Denmark, Holland and Switzerland, In our purchases we acted through a special Genn.m wgum/,ation, antf did not deal, like the Entente, with the inhabitants of the different countries, allowing them to make a profit. Rightly or wrongly, this aroused considerable indignation and resentment among our Allies and the neutrals, and ultimately also at home, The food situation in Austria-Hungary was always exceedingly strained. Hungary had enough. She did, it is true, undertake the supply of a very considerable part of the Austro-ilungarian Army, but she gave no assistance to starving Austria, In the latter country, the Czech cultivators refused to supply the poorer districts inhabited by Germans, The clumsy Austrian system of administration created additional difficulties, so that, in spite of orders of Draconian severity, there was never any real hope of procuring the necessary supplies or of distributing them fairly* I shall never forget the way in which a high Austrian official begged me to help him against Hungary in tins question oi
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